Introduction
In this paper we study limit sets of osoillating trajectories and saddles at infinity for C*'(r>1) vector fields on open surfaces with finite genus. These problems have arisen from description of globally structurally stable vector fields on open surfaoes (see [l] , [2] ). Ve prove that limit sets of oscillating trajectories of Kupka-Smale vector fields contains a saddle at infinity. Ve also prove that a vector field with hyperbolio critioal points has at most a countable many of stable and unstable séparatrices of saddles at infinity, for a plane this was already shown in [2] , here we generalize it for open surfaoe with finite genus and countable space of ends.
Definitions and statement of the results
Let M be an open surface with the genus g = g(M) < 00 and a space of ends E. Any such surfaoe is homeomorphic to N-K, where N Is a closed surface of genus g and K is olosed, totally disconnected subset of N (see [4] ). Ve note that finite genus is a weaker assumption than finite Buler characteristic, whioh would require that E be a finite set.
By H^fM) we denote the space of oomplete 0 e veotor fields on M with the (f Whitney topology (r^.1). X, Y denote elements of H r (M), <t>y denotes the flow induoed by X. For zell, J, KptUS 0 x (x) (0 x (x), Oj(x)) is the trajeotory of x (the positive semitradeotory, the negative semitrajeotory) under (|> x . By O x [x,y] we denote the closed X-trajectory segment from x to y.
We distinguish three kinds of asymptotic behavior for eaoh semi-trajeotory 0 x (x):
(a) Oj(x) is bounded if it is contained in some compact set KCM, (b) 0 x (x) escapes to infinity if for each compaot set KcM there is a point y eOj(x) for whioh O x (y)nK = 0, (c) oscillates if it is neither bounded nor escapes to infinity. These kinds of behavior for 0 x (x) (resp. 0 x (x)) can be also desoribed in terms of the co-limit (resp. <x-limit) set of xeM under <{> x :
It is easy to see that: (a) 0^(x) is bounded iff u(O x (x)) is compact (and nonempty), (b) o£(x) esoapes to infinity iff u>(O x (x)) = 0, (c) o£(x) oscillates iff u)(O x (x)) is a non-compaot and nonempty subset of U. We extend the definition of W-limit (resp. oL -limit) set of x eM to u*-limit (ot*-limit) set OJ*(O X (X)) ={y€MuEs 3t Q +co such that <t> x (x,t n )-»-y}, oi*(O x (x)) ={yeMoB» 3t n -^-oo such that <t> x (x,t n )-*-y}.
Thus:
(a) O x (x) esoapes to infinity iff there is P €E such that to*(O x (x)) = P, (b) O x (x) oscillates iff u(O x (x)) 4 fif and there is P 6 E suoh that Ptco* (0 T (x)).
Let Per(X),ft(X) denote respectively the set of periodio points, the set of non-wandering points of X i.e.
Per(X) ={x6M : 4> x (x,t) = x for some t > o}, 12(1) ={xe M : 3x n x, t Q »• +00 such that
We define the first positive (resp. negative) prolongation limit set of x e M by jf(x) ={y€M s 3x q -x, -^+00 such that <J> x (x n ,t n )-y}
In general Per(X) <= &(x), oj{0^(x) ) c j+(x), a(0"(i)cjj(i) and fi(X) = {x eM : x e J+(x)}. We say that two unbounded semi-trajectories Oj(x) and 0][(y) form a saddle at infinity if y ej+(x) and O^(x), Oj(y) esaape to infinity (i.e. there are points P,Q € E such that u*(O x (x)) = P,o(*(O x (x)) = Q. In this case, oall Oj(x) (resp. O x (y)) the stable (resp. unstable) separatix of the saddle at infinity. By W^ we denote the union of all stable (unstable) separatices of saddles at infinity. Then W± = 1J p . a peB In the sequel we assume that S is a transverse seotion of XeH^(M), p 1 ,p 2 6 S, co* (0 x (p 1 )) «=w*(0 x (p 2 )) = P for some P 6 E and t (i)
Let 0 x (a)e W+ p for a g(P 1 ,P 2 )» Then bQGs' such that ojla^ljp, °X^bn ,eW X» b n €J x( a n* and a n ^ a m' b n ^ b m for n » meN * We will show that a sequenoe (aQ) contains at least three points a1, a2, a^ such that O^ia^) <~> nS' ¡i K, i = 1,2,3. We choose nine points belonging to (bn).
Let £ = A min <fp{ ,bj )]•. Since b., ejt(a.,) then there are 
